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December 20# I960

IRE 27«!4. Proposed Standards

Methods of Measurement of Transmitter External Wiring Spurious Output ̂

5. Spurious Output appearing on Transmitter External Wiring

5.1 General« The Spurious Output appearing on the external

wiring of a transmitter which may consist of harmonic (or non-harmonic)

components, may be measured by measuring the voltage developed across a

known impedance network with the use of a calibrated frequency-selective

voltmeter or receiver,

5«2 Equipment required;

Impedance Network, The spurious output appearing on external

wiring should be measured with the use of an impedance network whose

characteristic is known* This network shall be inserted in the external

whose spurious output is to be measured, at a convenient point close

to the point of entry of the wire to the transmitter hardware, such that

the spurious output voltage Is developed from the wire to ground. The

network must have a connection means for cables to the calibrated

frequency-selective voltmet^ or receiver. The^circuit of this network

is shown in figure

5«2,2 Variable Attenuator, A calibrated^attenuator is needed to

provide a means for adjusting the output indication level of the

measuring instrument so as not to- overload the frequency selective

voltmeter or receiver.

^  5»2.3 Frequency-selective voltmeter or receiver. A frequency-

selective voltmeter or receiver (may be more than one) which can tune

to the carrier and any spurious output frequency of interest, is needed.
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If a receiver is used, it must have an output indicator*

cabinet should incorporate good shielding technique

should be well filtered,

and

The receiver

 the power lines

Coaxial Switches, Coaxial switches (or suitable means for

changing connections) may be required when using^calibrated signal

generator for calibration purposes#

Measurln? Equipment Enclosure*5.2.5 To prevent piclcup of

extraneous radiations during the measurements, the measuring equipment

should (if necessary) be enclosed within a suitable shielded enclosure

and the signal from the pickup device broughVlnto the shielded enclosure

through a well-shielded cable.

5.2.6 Calibrated Signal Generator. A calibrated signal generator

(or generators) to c

frequencies of interest is,needed,

5●3 /Measurement Procedure *

over the carri er f requen^--and any spurious

5.3*1 standard Method* I^OTS: The standard method measures the

voltage of the spurious output developed across a knovm impedance

network.-

5.3.1.1 Connect the equipment as shown in figure 3,

5.3.1.2 Operate the transmitter under test in its intended manner

with its output connected to a shielded dummy load,

5.3.1.3 Tune the frequency-selective voltmete r or receiver through-

the frequency range of interest with th^^fv?ft^Sle attenuator adjusted

for maximum sensitivity of the measuring circuit. When a spurious .

output Is found, adjust the attenuator to obtain  a suitable reference,

indication on the output indicator of the measuring instrument.

CAUTION: In all freouency-selective voltmeters or receivers spurious
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(1) Desensitization of the receiver by the entry

(2) the

responses may occur by;

of a strong off-channel signal through the antenna input,

entry strong on-charmel signal through the receiver case or power

by-pass3(j|j^ ●^S^/jcalibrated input attenuator.lines^ These responses

must be known or determined for the particular device used.

In addition care must be taken to insure that the spurious signal

being measured can be actually attributed to the equipment under test.

This is easily determined by momentarily turning off the equipment under

test.

If a freauency-selectlve voltmeter is used, callbrai^e it5.3.1.1+

according to the recommended manufacturer's procedure and measure the

If a receiver is used it must be calibrated by.spurious output signal.

means of appropriate calibrated signal generators.

The level of the spurious output is calculated as follows;

CW Spurious Output Level

5.3.1.?

5.3.1.5.1 CW Spurious Output.

(DB above luV)- meter reading in DB above luV (or substituted signal

generator reading) + cable loss..in DB I

5.3.1.5.? Broadband Spurious Output

Broadband Spurious Output Level (DB above luV per MC)= meter reading

in DB above luV (or substituted signal generator reading) + Cable loss .(DB)

— 10 log (impulse bandwidth in MC)..
fO ^

5.3.2 Alternate Method. NOTE: The alternate method is used when

the standard method due to reasons of ,

Inaccessibility or d+i®—to -tho ■’■large' ourrot^t'-'eo'mylng^apay<1"ty ■

For this method a clamp-on current

characteristics is used,

the current induced in the^current tJ'
^  -hi.

it is inconvenient to.use T^ne s^anaai^ p

The spurious output is det
■ d

///UJ-f

of known

ermined by measuring

D ^ ^ A S . jL
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■ Connect the equipment ae shown in figure

Operate the transmit under teat in its intended manner

with its output connected to a/jdummy load.-

5.3.?.3 Tune the frequency-selective vol^ater or receiver through

the frequency range of interest vjith thevariable attenuator adjusted

for maximum sensitivity of the measuring circuit* When a spurious ,output

found, adjust the attenuator to obtain a suitable referenc^on" the

output indicator

is

CAUTION: In all frequency-selective voltmeters or receivers spurious

(l) Desensitization of the receiver by the entry

of a strong off-channel signal through the antenna input,

entry of a streng on

responses may occur by;

(2) ̂  the

receiver case or power-channel signal through the

line by-passifljjt calibrated input attenuator. These responses

must be known or determined for the particular device used.

In addition
care must be taken to insure that the spurious signal

can be actually attributed to the equipment under test,

easily determined by momentarily turning off the equipment under

being measured

This is

test.

5«3«?*4 If a frequency-selective voltm.eter is used,. calibrate it

according to the recom.mended manufacturor's procedure and measure the

spurious output signal. If a receiver is used it must be calibrated by

means of appropriate calibrated signal generators.

5.3.?.5

5.3.2.5.1

The level of the spurious output Is calculated as follows:

CW Spurious Output. Spurious Output Level (DB above fuA) ̂

Meter Reading in DB ahoye luV (or substituted signal generator reading)

+caoie loss.in DB^ valto'ge to curre'nt conversion factor in DB,
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Spurious Output Level^.3,?.^.? Broadband Spurious Output.

(DB above luA per MC) * Meter readin"

signal f^enerator reading) +cable loss

factor in DB - 10 log (impulse bandwidth in MC)

in DB above luV (or substituted

in DB+ to -cu^^^^onversion

10
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IRE 27.1^ Proposed Standards

Methods of Measurement of Transmitter Cabinet Radiation

6 ● Spurious Output Due to Transmitter Cabinet Radiation.

6.1 The Spurious Output radiated from a transmitter, which

may consist of harmonic (or non-harmonic) components, may be measured by

General●

measuring the voltae-e induced in a receivin? antenna v;ith the use of a

calibrated freauency-selective voltmeter or receiver.

Squipment Reoulred:

Picki.Ap Device.

6.2

6.2,1 The raiiated spurious output should be measured

with a pickup device which is connected to a calibrated frequency-selective

voltmeter or receiver by an impedance matching netv/ork or balun. This ^

pickup device may be a rod or loop for frequencies below 25MC, a resonant

dipole for frequencies from P^MC to 1C00^'C, and  a horn antenna for

frequencies above lOOOMC, The pickup device must be calibrated over its ^

useful frequency ranse so that it may be used to road opon-cirouit voltage-

(nntennn iinduca J U)‘ulbJ>uje )

6.2.2 Interference-Free Area. The radiated spurious output shall

be measured in an area sufficiently free from ambient Interference and

physical obstructions for the purposes of this measurement,

that the ambient Interference level durinc testing be at least 6 db below

the Interference limits specified in the appropriate specifications.

However, in the event that at the time of measurement the levels of

It is desirable

ambient interference plus the spurious output of the item under test are

not above the specified limit, such tested item shall be considered to

comply with the specified requirements. In addition any frequency whose

identity Is definitely established such as a broadcast station is exempt

from this requirement.
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A calibrated variable attenuator is

level of t he

Variable Attenuato_r6.?.?

needed to provide a means

rneasurin!7 instrument so as

voltmeter or receiver. 11

adjusting the output indication

the frequency selective

‘“ul in checking for spurious

for

lot to overload

 may also be usei

responses●
A frequency-

) which can tune to

of interest, is needed.

The receiver

I

deceiver.
Frequency-selective Voltmeter or

(may be more than one

6,?,*4.

selective voltmeter or receiver

the carrier and any spurious output frequenc:y
f

a receiver is used, it must have an output indicator,

cabinet shouli Incorporate pood shielding techniques and the power lines

should be well filtered.

6,?.?

chanplng connections) may be reaulred when usinm a

calibration purposes.

(oCoaxial switchesCoaxial Switches.

generator for

r suitable means for

liorated signalca

6.?.6

radiations durin^''

(if necessary) be enclosed within a s
brought

signal from the pickup device^into

Measurln;? Soulpment Enclo

the measurements, t

To prevent pickup of extraneous

equipment should

uitable shielded enclosure and the

the shielded enclosure through a

sure,

he measuring

well-shielded cable .

A calibrated signal generator

frequencies

Calibrqted Signal Generator,

the carrier frequency and any spurious

6.F.?

(or eenerators) to cover

of interest is needed.

Measurement Procedure.6.3
NOTE: The standard method ia-u6»d whoa

radiated spurious

Standard Method.

t3 obtatia the absolute level of the

6.3.1

it is liicalre^

signal at the point of measurement without regard to the rated
If the desired result is to

e
be a

power output of the enuipment under test.
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measurement of the absolute field intensity one must make the measurement

in the ’’radiation field”. Measurements made at lesser distances as may be

required at low freauencies vrill involve the ’’induction field” and the

results will require interpretation.

6,3.*1*1 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 6.

6.3*1*2 Operate the transmitter under test in its intended manner

with its output connected to a^dummy load.

Tune the f recuency-selective. vql^

the frecuency range of interest with the^variable attenuator adjusted for

maximum sensitivity of the measuring circuit. When a spurious output

is found, orient the pickup device for maximum response and adjust the

■ttenuator to obtain.ai suitable reference on che output indicator

ugh

d:
h all frequency-selective voltmeters or receivers spurious

6.3.1.3 eter or receiver thro

CAUTION: fr
n

(1) desensitization of the receiver by the entry-

of a strong off-channel signal through the antenna input,

entry of a strong on-chnnnel signal through the receiver case or powe^^

lines^ by-pgss>s^ cal lb rated input attenuator. These responses

must be known or determined for the particular device used.

In addition care must be taken to insure that the spurious signal

being measured can be actually attributed to the equipment under test.-

This is easily determined by momentarily turning off the equipment under

test,

responses may occur by:^

(2) the

6.3.1.*4 If a freouency-selective voltmeter is used, calibrate it

according to the recommended manufacturer’s procedure and measure the spurious

radiated signal. If a

of appropriate calibrated signal generators.

receiver is used it must be calibrated by means
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6.3.1.5 The level of the spurious output is calculated as follows:

CW Spurious output level (fieldCW Spurious Output*6.3.1.?.!

intensity, DB above luV per meter) meter r

substituted signal renerator reading+cable lossjf

●e.ading in DB aUove 9^
^  "tke.

antenna factor.

Spurious oubput level

per MC)= Meter reading (DB above

6.3.1.?.? Broadband Spurious Output.

(Aeld intensity, DB above luV per meter,

luV) +cable 1oss(D^ Antenna Factor (DE)

/  6.3.1.6 To determine the radiation p

d^ss a multiplicity of measurement points varying in azimuth and radius

-10 loK (impulse bandwidth in

a ttern and to evaluate path

KC) .●
-!0

should be used.

NOT^: The alternate method measures an

of the spurious signal..

Connect the eouipment as shown in Figure 7.

noted that the pickup device must be located in the

the transm.itter.

Alternate Method.6.3.?

equivalent radiated power
It should b

6.3.2.1
radiation field”

e

of

the transmitter under test in its intended manner6.3c?.2 Operate

with its output connected to a shielded dummy load.

6.3.?.3 At the point of measurement tune

voltmeter or receiver through the frequency ran^'-e

the

o

frequency-selective

f interest with the

sensitivity of the measuring

ouncr,^ adjust the attenuator to

aximunvariable attenuatoj* adjusted for

circuit,

obtain a suitable reference

the measuring instrument.

■The"

qaI pnfd nn rr-—' i ml i i-w H ●

V/hen a spurious output Is

indication on the output indicator of

1 1f nn 1'"^ bTh'"Tm^

f T^<*»

the transmitter.

6.3.?.^ A calibrated signal venerator or other

6.3.?.4' De-energize

JL

suitable source of
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controlled oscillation is now used in conjunction with an appropriate,

radiating device to supply the substituted power,

is located at or in the near vicinity of the transmitter●-

This radiating device

Thus,

essentially the same path is utilized for both the transmitter power and

the substituted power.

Energize the calibrated signal generator and tune to the

spurious frecuency on the freauency selective voltmeter or receiver

obtained in 6,3.2^.3,

6.3*P*/ Es tppte the radiating device for maximum signal into the

frequency-selective voltmete^r or receiver.

Adjust the level of the calibrated signal generator to

give the same indication at the frequency-selective voltmeter or receiver

which was noted in 6,3.^.5,.

6.3.2.'

To determine the substituted power, the input 3/npedance

and the effective gain of the radiating device must be known. The

equivalent power of the spurious'signal in watts can now be calculated

as follows:

Ra, *■CO p =

m Intiarf^ ou Llug"Ufin

I
^  of ^^3-

£
J

z

/r \
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nintinnir .r ' j ^P'r4ii—^^
In n» n 1 f 1 iVn fi4on

- Pickup DeviceEquipment

Under

Test

.- k
«

»
■●■<

Baiun or
Matching
Impedance
This may be such
that the pickup
device mounts
directly on the
measuring receiver.

Callbr^^Attenuator,
NOTE:

Frequency-
Sele otive
Voltmeter

or
ReceiverI

Fi^re 6
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Transmitter

Under Specification Distance

(Pickup device to be
in the "radiation

field")

♦ ♦Tes t

Pickup
Device

gnt 4-V.Qjn .y.V¥ ,

Radiating
Device Baiun

Baiun

Calibrated

AttenuateCalibrated

Signal
Generator

i.

Receiver

FIGUr^ 7




